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APPEAL ON Extended Profile 1.2.2 

 
In Criterion 1-Curricular Aspects, Govt Hrangbana College requests a review of the metric 1.2.2. 

 

Upon reviewing the points awarded by the National Assessment and Accreditation Council 

(NAAC), we express grievance over the allocation of points for Metric 122-Enrollment in Value 

Added Courses which significantly undervalues the contributions of certain courses to our 

institution's educational framework. 

The institution received a mere 2 points for Metric 1.2.2-Enrollment in Value Added 

Courses, a score that falls short of expectations and warrants closer examination. Even though, 

for metric 1.2.1 number of courses where courses such as Course in Computer Concepts (CCC) 

for five years and Palliative Care for four years are counted as one course. Both are recurrent 

courses that enrolls new batches of students every year and each year’s enrolment must be 

counted. Therefore, we request NAAC to consider adjusting our points from 2 to 4 in the metric. 

The benchmark for receiving 4 points in Metric 1.2.2 is >=50%, and considering our appeal, our 

Value Added Courses enrolments are more than 50% against the total number of students during 

the last five years (Supporting documents are attached). In a college with a significant enrollment 

like ours, it is not uncommon to encounter multiple students with the same names, potentially 

creating the impression of repetition. However, it is essential to emphasize that each student is 

assigned a unique roll number, effectively preventing any instances of double-counting. Our 

enrollment in value-added courses continues to be genuinely substantial. 

 

Number of students enrolled in Certificate/ Value added courses students during the last five 

years: 

Year 2022-23 2021-22 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 

No of Students 1237 1290 455 1156 1025 

 

In view of the documents attached, Govt Hrangbana College feels that changes made by 

NAAC during DVV verifications be reviewed and all the programs claimed by HEI be considered 

for the calculation of related metrics. 

 

 Sr. No. Academic year 
Link to List of Certificate/ Add-on/Value added 

programs 

1 2018-2019 View Document 

2 2019-2020 View Document 

3 2020-2021 View Document 

4 2021-2022 View Document 

5 2022-2023 View Document 

http://www.hbc.org.in/
https://ghbc.edu.in/uploads/attachments/2024/05/5ed3f36125630f8635e7f4ce073d3bf1/2018-2019-link-1.pdf
https://ghbc.edu.in/uploads/attachments/2024/05/6511256fa4395f4029602094ee2276a3/2019-2020-link-2.pdf
https://ghbc.edu.in/uploads/attachments/2024/05/109a31e39f8b6d83b4f1a74da2cde036/2020-2021-link-3.pdf
https://ghbc.edu.in/uploads/attachments/2024/05/dd404760ed7f0fa3a692fa5c7aee842c/2021-2022-link-4.pdf
https://ghbc.edu.in/uploads/attachments/2024/05/cd616c69379dce07fbbe2d2dbc13c86b/2022-2023-link-5.pdf

